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W E M A K E JE E P S ROCK

STINGER
G U A R D

The Rugged Ridge XHD Stinger Guard is the ideal complement
to the XHD Stinger (11540.13). Constructed of high-strength
stamped steel, the guard is contoured to match the
dimensions of the XHD Stinger, adding a muscular, off-road
accent to the XHD bumper. Finished with a durable textured
black powder coat, the Stinger Guard allows full use of the
winch retaining hook when properly installed. Each Guard
receives eight elongated relief cuts on the primary panel that
allow for increased airflow while still protecting the radiator
and grill from off-road hazards.
Stinger Guard

Part #

For Rugged Ridge Stingers

11540.29

Stinger & Stinger Guard

ALUMINUM

AR M OR F E NDE R S
Rugged Ridge JK Armor Fenders represent some of the most extreme off-road styling that has ever been offered for the
Wrangler JK. Rest assured that our Engineers left any elements of subtlety on the cutting room floor when they developed
the Armor Fenders. Aggressive lines and high wheel arches give the JK a whole new attitude that begs to be taken off-road.
Sturdy all-steel construction with welded seams and a heavy textured black powder coat makes these fenders capable of
absorbing abuse while delivering head-turning good looks. Front fenders are narrower than stock for greater clearance and
feature stylized vents at the rear to aid in venting engine compartment heat. The rear fenders 2-piece design fully encloses
the tail lights for the ultimate in protection. Rugged Ridge Armor Fenders are designed to work with factory components
as well as the Rugged Ridge Spartan Grill, Hood Latches, Elite Fuel Doors, modular snorkel and even Rubicon Rock Rails.
Installation uses the factory inner wheel liners or our Rugged Ridge All-Terrain Wheel Liners (11620.50), with minor trimming
required. Patent Pending.
Armor Fenders

Part #

07-16 Wrangler, Front

11615.01

07-16 Wrangler, 4-Door, Rear

11615.02

H O O D

C AT C H

Is your hood fluttering while driving? This could be a sign
that it is time to replace your hood catch. The Rugged
Ridge Aluminum Hood Catches are built as a stronger direct
replacement for the OE catches that degrade and fail after
years of use. These hood catch kits are adjustable, durable
and aesthetically pleasing. The adjustable tension rod
guarantees a precise fit. Installation is a breeze for any do-ityourselfer with basic hand tools; the catches were designed
to be a bolt-on solution using the same mounting points as
the factory hardware. Now available with black hardware.
US Patent No. D692,290.
Aluminum Hood Catch w/ Black Hardware
07-16 Wrangler, Textured Black

Part #
11210.17

H OOD M OU N T O F F - R O AD J ACK H O LDE R
The only thing more important than having an off-road jack
on your Jeep® is being able to access it when the need
arises. That’s why we designed the Rugged Ridge® Off-Road
Jack Hood Mounting Brackets to store your jack in a safe,
secure place that is accessible to you, regardless of your
vehicles positioning. We developed these jack mounts to be
lightweight but sturdy by building them from high-strength
6061 T6 aluminum and treated to a durable textured black
powder-coat to keep them looking great for years of trail
duty. Your off-road jack is kept safely contained with large
thumb screws that can be easily removed and installed,
even while wearing gloves. Rugged Ridge Off-Road Jack
Hood Mounting Brackets look great as well with a skeleton
style design and laser-etched logo. All mounting hardware
and protective gaskets are included for a smooth troublefree installation

WINCH HOOK
H O L D E R

Hood Mount Off Road Jack Holder

Part #

The Rugged Ridge Winch Hook Holder provides a safe and
secure location to store your winch hook when not in use,
saving your bumper from dents and scratches. Constructed
of stamped stainless steel and finished with a durable black
semi-gloss powder coat, the hook secures to both Hawse or
roller style fairleads and installs in minutes.

07-16 Wrangler, JK/JKU, Non-locking

11586.04

Winch Hook Holder

97-06 Wrangler, TJ/LJ, Non-locking

11586.05

Universal Fit

Part #
15102.04

NAUTIC WINCHES
KINE T IC ROP E

RO P E D-S H ACKLE

When it comes to preparing your rig for the next off-road
adventure, don’t forget to pack the essentials. Rugged Ridge®
Kinetic Recovery Rope is easily one of the most effective
products for successful vehicle recovery that you’re likely to ever
use. The defining difference is in the ropes elasticity, allowing it to
stretch slightly, giving the pulling vehicle a growing momentum
before transferring the pulling energy to attempts that result in
the pulling vehicle breaking traction against the resistance of
both vehicles and becoming immobilized, as well. Kinetic Rope
allows for a smooth, gradual transition of load for convincing
pulling power in even the most unstable terrain. Rugged Ridge
Kinetic Ropes are 30’ overall length to accommodate a wide
array of recovery scenarios.

Bring your recovery gear into the 21st century with Rugged
Ridge® Soft Rope Shackles. Constructed of an ultra-strong HMPE
rope material, these shackles are considerably stronger than
steel with a 30,000 lb. breaking strength and, unlike nylon, they
actually repel water, resist abrasions and have very low elasticity
making them the obvious choice for off-road recovery. Unlike
rigid steel shackles, Rugged Ridge Soft Rope Shackles are always
pliable so they can be manipulated easily in tight spaces, even
wearing gloves, allowing for painless attachment to tow hooks
or recovery points. Better yet, Rugged Ridge Soft Rope Shackles
won’t ever rust, nor will they open under load however, they
can be opened easily once a load is removed, making them
an ideal addition to your off-road recovery gear.

Kinetic Rope
Black w/ Red Trim,
30 Feet

Rope D-Shackle

Part #

7/16 inch, 7500 lb,
Gray, Each

11235.60

Part #
11235.50

The Nautic Heavy Duty / Performance winches feature a durable 6.6 HP series wound motor for long life
and impressive pulling power with an innovative X-braced gearbox housing and motor cap for increased
strength. Solenoid, motor and gearbox achieve an IP68 rating so you can count on consistent performance
regardless of the conditions. The tough 3-stage planetary gear box delivers power and reliability. Includes
steel cable (Heavy Duty) or synthetic rope (Performance) and a powder-coated latch hook. Automatic
load holding brake system (in the drum) provides exceptional control. Our Nautic Heavy Duty Series winches
feature an exclusive light mount roller-style fairlead which allows for mounting up to two off-road lights for
added safety and convenience, while the Nautic Performance Series winches include a durable aluminum
Hawse-style fairlead. Tough, stainless hardware is used on the body of the winch to resist rust. Each Nautic
Series winch includes a durable 12’ all-weather cable remote controller and sturdy solenoid box that can be
mounted in multiple positions and angles to accommodate various bumper configurations.

9,500 lb
Heavy Duty

9,500 lb
Performance

12,500 lb
Heavy Duty

12,500 lb
Performance

15100.05

15100.06

15100.22

15100.23

•

•

•

•

Motor
6.6 HP series wound motor
Cable / Synthetic Rope
5/16” Steel Cable

94 ft

3/8” Steel Cable

80 ft

11/32” Synthetic Rope

100 ft

7/16” Synthetic Rope

88 ft

Gear Box Ratio
161.3:1

D -RIN G IS OL AT O R

•
•

193.2:1

Put an end to the loud clanging and banging of your d-ring shackles for good AND look great doing it! Rugged Ridge® D-Ring
Isolators are designed to isolate all portions of recovery shackles from contacting your bumper, virtually eliminating the obnoxious
noise from your off-road rig. Molded of energy-absorbing polyurethane, these D-ring isolators easily snap over the outer perimeter
of your shackle providing complete protection from contact with nearby surfaces while the included urethane washers isolate
between the shackle pin and the mounting tab for total coverage. Rugged Ridge D-Ring isolators are available for both 3/4 and
7/8 inch shackles and are molded in a variety of colors to suit your individual tastes or paint scheme: Black, Red, Green, Yellow and,
yes, Pink. (Sold in pairs- 2 isolators / 4 washers)

•

Other Specifications
Roller Fairlead

•

Hawse Fairlead
Waterproof Rating (IP68)
Automatic Load Holding Brake System

Part #

Rust Resistant Stainless Hardware

3/4”, Black

11235.30

All Weather Cable Remote (12’)

3/4”, Red

11235.31

Adjustable Solenoid Box

3/4”, Yellow

11235.32

3/4”, Green

11235.33

3/4”, Pink

11235.34

7/8”, Black

11235.40

7/8”, Red

11235.41

7/8”, Yellow

11235.42

7/8”, Green

11235.43

D-Ring Isolator

•

CE Certified
Limited 5-year warranty

•
•
•
•
•
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•

•
•
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ELITE HEADLIGHT
G U A R D S

When it comes to protecting your headlights, choose the
best - the ELITE. Constructed of cast aluminum and finished
in black textured powder coat, the Rugged Ridge Elite
Series Headlight Guard will separate your rig from the crowd.
Engineered to work with factory JK headlights as well as most
manufacturers aftermarket lights, Rugged Ridge’s geometric
design is like no other. The Rugged Ridge Elite headlight
guards are the perfect addition to your JK’s grill and install in
minutes. Patent Pending.
Elite Headlight Guards
07-16 Wrangler

ELITE DOOR HANDLE
I N S E R T S

Are you looking for a way to set your 07-16 JK apart from the
rest? You need the Rugged Ridge Elite Door handle Inserts.
Rugged Ridge Elite Door Handle Inserts are constructed of
cast aluminum for outstanding durability and are available
in three stunning versions – all Black aluminum, all Brushed
Aluminum OR Brushed Aluminum with Black Inlay. Regardless
of your color choice, Elite Door Handle Inserts are the perfect
way to add a custom touch to your Jeeps exterior.
Elite Door Handle Inserts

2-Door

4-Door

Black Aluminum

13311.48

13311.49

Brushed Aluminum

13311.50

13311.51

Brushed Aluminum w/ Black Inlay

13311.52

13311.53

Part #
11230.12

ELITE TAILLIGHT
G U A R D S

Are you looking for the perfect complement for the rear
of your 07-16 JK? Look no further than the Rugged Ridge
Elite Series Tail Light Guard. A stunning blend of Black Satintextured Cast Aluminum and Brushed finishing details delivers
unrivaled looks and equally impressive protection. Simple
bolt-on installation with the included socket-head hardware
and cast logo gives a smooth, finished appearance that
looks great while the ingenious 2-piece design protects your
tail lights like no other. Patent Pending.
Elite Tail Light Guards

Part #

07-16 Wrangler, Brushed Black

11226.04

07-16 Wrangler, Black

11226.05

DO OR H A N D L E I N S E R T S
Bring a little accent to your Jeep with the Rugged Ridge
aluminum door handle inserts. Rugged Ridge Elite Door
Handle Inserts are constructed of cast aluminum for
outstanding durability and are available in four stunning
versions – Black Aluminum, Brushed Aluminum, Red OR
Paintable. These inserts install with ease and are secured with
double-sided 3M Automotive tape. No sharp edges result in
a comfort-fitting install.
Door Handle Inserts

2-Door

4-Door

Brushed Aluminum

13311.40

13311.41

Black

13311.42

13311.43

Red

13311.44

13311.45

Paintable

13311.46

13311.47

ELITE FUEL DOOR
The Rugged Ridge Elite Series Fuel Door for ’07-’16 Wrangler
combines rugged styling, refined details and smooth
mechanical operation into a fuel door that truly makes a
lasting impression. Not just a cover for the factory JK fuel filler
housing, the Rugged Ridge Elite Fuel Door cover replaces it
with a sturdy cast aluminum housing fitted with a smoothoperating internal hinge and a positive retention latch that
you press to open/ close. A fuel-resistant satin black textured
finish and easy, no-drill installation will surely make you one of
the ELITE. Patent Pending.
Elite Fuel Door

Part #

07-16 Wrangler, Black

11425.10

07-16 Wrangler, Brushed Black

11425.12

FAS T TRACK ACCE S S O RY MOUNT

ALLOY XHD WHEEL, 17 x 8. 5

The Rugged Ridge Modular LED Bar Mount represents the
ultimate in versatility for your 2007-2016 JK. The light bar
utilizes integrated aluminum channels which allows for
unlimited abilities to configure and reconfigure lights, trail
mirrors, camera and accessory mounts, based on your
changing needs. Constructed of high-quality 6061 T6
Aluminum and steel brackets, the Modular LED Light Bar is
built to support the weight of full length light bars, curved
or flat, or any variation of smaller lights you can dream
up. Stylized end caps help to reduce the wind noise that
is inherent with traditional light bars while delivering eyecatching looks. A durable black textured powder coat will
keep your Modular Light Bar protected from the elements
and looking great for years to come. Patent Pending.

These Euro-spec 17x8.5 hub-centric wheels are designed to
exactly center the wheel over the hub. Providing the best fit
possible and the proper clearance for brake rotors, steering
components, and suspension. Better fit means no wheel
vibration! A stainless steel button-head socket cap screws
around the perimeter of the outer wheel face, giving it a
great 3-piece look, and allowing you to accessorize with our
optional trim ring. Each wheel includes a modular center cap.
Rugged Ridge wheels are certified to meet/exceed SAE J2530
standards for wheel strength and durability. Backspacing is
5.17 inch with a +10mm offset, load rating is 2200 lbs and bore
diameter is 71.5mm. US Patent No. D761,183.

Modular LED Bar Mount
07-16 Wrangler

Alloy XHD Wheel, 17x8.5

Part #

Part #

Satin Black

15301.60

11232.50

Gun Metal

15301.61

LASER ETC HED ROC K ER SWI TC HES
Want to add a cool custom look to your rigs interior? These
laser-etched rocker switches are designed to control all of
your electrical lights and accessories with a sharp-looking
laser-etched logo that identifies the lights function: Rock
Lights, Off-Road Lights, Light Bar, Sasquatch Lights and even
Zombie Lights! Switches are rated for 20 amps with amber LED
illumination when the switch is in the ON position. Installation
is simple with a 3 terminal hook-up allowing them to be used
in virtually any Jeep, Truck, SUV or car.

DUAL BEA M L E D L I G HT S
All of the superior lighting abilities of an LED combined with
a super-cool built in running light. Each 3-inch 10 watt Dual
Beam LED is outfitted with 4 highly-efficient LED’s for 900
lumens of nighttime illumination for the trail with a fifth ambercolored LED in the center of the optic lens that produces a
softer light serving perfectly as a running lamp. The amber
LED reflects on machined edges of the internal reflector
causing a ‘crosshairs’ effect that will undoubtedly turn
heads. Constructed of a unique thermoplastic housing and
an unbreakable polycarbonate lens & frame, these LED’s are
virtually indestructible, even in severe off-road conditions. An
IP67 waterproof rating gives consistent, reliable performance
in the harshest of weather conditions. Stainless steel hardware
and mounting bracket are included.

L ED ROC K L I G HT K I T
Rugged Ridge® LED Rock Lights is a complete package to
equip your Jeep® or off-road vehicle so that you can see
and be seen when piloting the trails after dark. Designed with
the off-roader in mind, the LED Rock Lights utilize waterproof
aluminum LED housings for safe and reliable performance
in all weather conditions. Each of the four white LED Rock
Light circuits is fitted with weather-resistant connectors and
combines using a sealed splitter for a clean installation and
efficient operation. The kit includes four flat mounts and 4
curved mounts, allowing you to mount the LED’s in a variety
of locations depending on your application for greater
versatility. Includes hardware and wiring instructions.
LED Rock Light Kit

Part #

Rock Lights

11232.39

Rock Lights w/ Wiring Harness & Switch

11232.40

15209.30

Laser Etched Rocker Panel Switches
Dual Beam LED Lights
Square
Round

Part #

Rocker Switch, Zombie

17235.06

Part #

Rocker Switch, Rock Lights

17235.07

15209.30

Rocker Switch, Sasquatch

17235.08

15209.31

Rocker Switch, Off Road Lights

17235.09

Rocker Switch, Light Bar

17235.10

LOWER SWI TC H PANEL
The Rugged Ridge Lower Switch Panel allows for practical
& convenient installation of electrical switches in 20112016 Jeep Wrangler models, regardless of transmission
type (Manual or Automatic). This switch panel replaces the
lower center dash panel with an injection-molded panel
made of an impact-resistant thermoplastic, matching the
color and grain of the factory dash for a finished look. Each
panel allows for the addition of up to 5 rocker style switches
(available separately) for a variety of fitments. Switches are
positioned for easy access and effortless operation in your
JK, while maintaining the factory correct appearance. (Use
17235.84 for a complete kit with lower switch panel and 4
colored rocker switches)
Lower Switch Panel
11-16 Wrangler

Part #
17235.54

C3 CARGO
C O V E R S

Keeping you on the-go with ease, the patent pending rear
Configurable Cargo Covers (C3) offer complete protection
for the rear cargo area of your Jeep®. By protecting the
carpet and plastic trim from damage, scratches, pet claws,
dirt, and other debris, it’ll stay looking pristine through all your
daily tasks. A custom made and functional accessory for 20072016 Wranglers, this unique design also allows for a pet friendly
space, ideal for your pet to rest during long off-road trips.
Featuring water resistant material, the split fold feature allows
for 40-60 rear seat lowering, and provides coverage with your
rear seat up, partially or fully lowered-- flexible and functional!
A flip out cover flap keeps dirt from falling into the rear tailgate
door gap. The built-in front curtain wall helps to keep items and
pets from entering the front seat area. A unique side retention
system insures the cover stays securely in place as you load
or un-load. Easy to install and remove so you get protection
when and where you need it. Patent Pending.
C3 Cargo Cover

Part #

07-14 Wrangler, 2-Door w/ Subwoofer

13260.04

07-16 Wrangler, 2-Door w/out Subwoofer

13260.03

L ED I N T ERI O R L I G HT I N G S Y S TE M
The perfect complement to any Jeep interior, Rugged Ridge LED Interior Lighting System contains everything you need to
bring your interior to life with dazzling light. Multi-color acrylic LED tubes illuminate both front and rear passenger foot-well
areas, as well as the rear cargo area, for total vehicle coverage. Integrated connectors, mounting clips and a built-in splitter
make for a simple installation while the wired controller provides easy control of light functions and patterns with the push of a
button. A built-in microphone with sensitivity adjustment lets the music control the light show for the ultimate visual experience.
LED Interior Lighting System
07-16 Wrangler

Part #
11250.09

BALL I S T IC S E AT C O VE R S
Are you looking for a strong and durable seat cover, at an
affordable price? The Rugged Ridge Ballistic seat covers are
what you are looking for. Similar to our Ballistic-Pro version but
instead of 1200-denier material, the Ballistic seat covers uses
a durable 840-denier material and a unique ballistic weave
that creates a strong cover.
Elite Ballistic Pro Seat Covers

Part #

07-10 Wrangler, Front, Black

13216.01

11-16 Wrangler, Front, Black

13216.02

C2 CANINE
C U R T A I N

Designed to work with the C3 Cargo Cover, the Cargo Curtain
provides full top to bottom separation between the seats
and the cargo area. Heavy Duty ballistic weave construction
is built to give you years of use while the innovative design
allows for easy installation and removal. Comes with a handy
storage bag to keep the curtain protected when not in use.
C2 Canine Curtain

Part #

07-16 Wrangler, Front

13260.05

07-16 Wrangler, Rear

13260.06

ECLI PSE S U N S HADE - R E AR C ARG O
The Eclipse Cargo Barrier is designed to allow the open-top enjoyment while providing protection from harsh sunlight and
wind for your rear seat passengers. Constructed of reinforced mesh with integrated bungee straps, this 3-piece barrier installs
easily to your sport bar and tub rails in minutes for the ultimate in convenience. The Eclipse Cargo Barrier also helps keep your
4-legged Jeepers contained safely inside for added peace of mind.
Eclipse Sun Shade - Rear Cargo

Part #

07-16 Wrangler, 2-Door

13579.41

07-16 Wrangler, 4-Door

13579.42

RRC S ID E A R M O R G UAR D P L ATE S
RRC Side Armor Guard Plates are the perfect addition for your
RRC Side Armor (11504.20-.21) and Rocker Guards (11504.22.23). Constructed of tough stamped steel with a sturdy black
textured powder coat finish, the Side Armor Guard Plates
give a solid platform to assist with vehicle entry that look
great and are engineered to last. With stylish recessed vents
and a cutout Rugged Ridge logo (fronts only) these guard
plates are as good looking as they are functional.
RRC Step Plate

Part #

07-16 Wrangler, 2-Door

11504.24

07-16 Wrangler, 4-Door

11504.25

MESH RECOVE RY G E AR K I T
When you are ready to hit the trails, make sure you are
prepared for anything! When combined with a winch, Rugged
Ridge’s Premium Recovery Gear Kit has all of the necessities
for effective vehicle recovery in one package, leaving you
cool, confident and equipped for those times when things
don’t go as planned. Each kit contains a 30 foot 7/8” kinetic
recovery rope, a pair of 7/16” soft rope shackles, 3” x 6 foot
tree strap, a 20,000 lbs. snatch block pulley, high-visibility winch
line dampener, a pair of rugged recovery gloves and a sturdy
mesh recovery gear bag to keep it all together.
Mesh Recovery Gear Kit
Universal

Part #
15104.29

PI V OTAL LI GHT GUARD
The Rugged Ridge® Pivotal Headlight Euro Guard retains the classic off-road styling of the original headlight Euro Guard
but benefits from being cast in solid aluminum for a lightweight, but seriously sturdy, option in headlight protection, on and
off-road. The special design of the Pivotal Light Guard allows for the unit to be rotated on the headlight for a variety of
looks. The angry attitude of the Spartan Grille is amplified by the angled light guards allowing you to make your own unique
automotive expression. Pivotal Headlight Guards are available in two finishes to suit any taste- a textured black powder
coat OR a rugged raw aluminum finish. Installs easily in minutes using factory hardware and replaces the factory headlight
retaining ring. (Sold in pairs)
Pivotal Light Guard

Part #

Textured Black

11230.13

Raw Aluminum

11230.14

THI RD BRAK E LI GHT LED RI NG
If you have “lifted” your Jeep or have a larger-than-stock spare
wheel and tire on the back, chances are your high-mount third
brake light has either been deleted or is no longer as visible as it
once was, making it less than effective. Rugged Ridge has the
perfect solution to restore your Jeep to factory safety standards
AND increase the cool factor at the same time! The Rugged
Ridge Third Brake Light LED Ring adds a surprisingly brilliant ring
of torch-red LED’s behind your spare tire- guaranteed to grab
the full attention of all who are near. Designed to work with
various rim diameters from 15 to 20-inches on Jeep CJ / YJ / TJ
and JK models having either a 5 on 4.5” or 5 on 5” bolt pattern.
Fitted with waterproof connectors, this Third Brake Light LED
Ring is built to withstand the elements for consistent all-weather
performance. Imagine a world where nobody can ever say “I
didn’t realize he was stopping”.
Third Brake Light LED Ring
Jeep® Models w/ 15-20” Rim Diameter

Part #
11585.04

D UA L BAT T ERY T R AY

ALL TERRAI N C ENTER C ONSOLE C OV ER

Equipping your JK to handle the power demands of off-road
lights and accessories has never been easier. Don’t let the
drain of winches, lights and compressors leave you stranded.
Installing a dual battery tray in your rig enables you to virtually
double your powering capability, preserving precious power
in reserve for crucial engine starts. Rugged Ridge’s Dual
Battery tray for 12-16 JK is constructed of heavy-gauge steel
plate for strength and durability and is finished n gloss black
powder coat for lasting good looks. Tray includes mounting
hardware and battery retaining straps for a secure installation.
For optimum performance, we recommend a Dual Battery
Isolator (17265.01) be installed for proper charging and
isolation of the secondary battery during normal operation.

Rugged Ridge’s new All-Terrain Center Console Covers are
designed to prevent the accelerated wear and tear common
to Jeep Wrangler interiors. Unlike cloth and leather consoles,
these heavy duty covers will keep your center console in
showroom condition for years to come. Molded from durable
polyurethane foam, these covers create a heavy duty barrier
to protect the vulnerable console from scratches, rips, stains
and even damage from harsh pet claws, while also enhancing
interior styling with Rugged Ridge’s unique tread design.
These covers install securely within seconds with the supplied
automotive grade adhesive tape. Patent No. D627,285

Dual Battery Tray
3.6L 12-16 Wrangler

All Terrain Center Console Cover

Part #
11214.54

Part #

02-06 Wrangler, TJ/LJ

13104.60

97-01 Wrangler, TJ

13104.61

WARNING:

13104.61

Calif. Residents: See Prop. 65 Warning on back cover

RENEGA D E HE A DL I G HT G UARDS
Rugged Ridge® Renegade Headlight Guards are a great way
to set your Renegade apart from the crowd. Constructed
of high-strength steel for superior headlight protection and
finished with a textured black powder coat for a durable finish,
the Renegade Headlight Guards install in minutes with the
included automotive double-sided adhesive. (Sold in pairs)
Renegade Headlight Guards
15-16 Renegade

ALL TERRAI N ENTRY GUARD S
Designed to prevent the accelerated wear and tear common
to Jeep® door sill areas resulting from everyday entry and exit
of Wranglers, Rugged Ridge® created these Entry Guards to
prevent unsightly scuffs and scratches, preserving your Jeep’s
door threshold area. Constructed of tough thermoplastic
and installs in minutes with strong automotive adhesive foam
tape. Patent No. D627,285

Part #
11230.20

All Terrain Entry Guards

RENEGA D E TAI L L I G HT G U AR D S

97-06 Wrangler, Pair
WARNING:

Add a stylish touch of off-road inspired protection to the iconic
Renegade tail lights with Rugged Ridge® Renegade Taillight
Euro Guards. Constructed of sturdy steel to provide real-world
protection for your lights, while not detracting from the lens
design that sets the Jeep® Renegade apart from the rest. Each
guard is finished in a sleek textured black powder coat that
will look great on or off-road for years to come. Installs easily in
minutes with the included double-sided adhesive.
Renegade Taillight Guards
15-16 Renegade

11226.30

The CB Radio Windshield Mount conveniently installs over
the rearview mirror for an easy reach. Made from durable
black powder coated steel, now your CB is attached high
and within reach without having to take your eyes off the
road or trail.
CB Radio Windshield Mount

Part #

03-06 Wrangler, TJ/LJ

13551.07

97-02 Wrangler, TJ

13551.08

11216.22

Calif. Residents: See Prop. 65 Warning on back cover

SPAR TAC US TI RE C ARRI ER

Part #

CB R A D IO W I NDS HI E L D M O U NT

Part #

13551.08

The Spartacus HD Tire Carrier System for 97-06 Wrangler TJ/LJ
delivers the perfect balance of strength & stability, allowing
you to carry up to a 37” tire & wheel combo without all
the extra weight of steel bumper-mounted tire carriers. The
Spartacus HD Tire Carrier incorporates a brutally strong diecast aluminum hinge casting with forged steel hinges and
hardened steel pins that replaces the feeble stock tailgate
hinges for greater load-bearing capacity while still allowing
smooth, one-handed tailgate operation to access the
cargo area. The HD Tire Carrier Wheel Mount is sturdy 6mm
thick steel with a variable position lug plate that allows for
adjustment of depth and angle to suit your spare, regardless
of wheel backspacing, and also retains / repositions the
factory high mount brake light Both the hinge casting and
wheel mount are protected with a durable black textured
powder coat to protect it from even the harshest off-road
conditions. Compatible with OE and most aftermarket rear
bumpers, the HD Tire Carriers patent-pending design makes
it the most versatile and functional tire carrier on the market
today. No drilling required.

Spartacus Tire Carrier
97-06 Wrangler

Part#
11546.61

FAS T TR ACK ACC ES SO RY M O U NT
The Rugged Ridge® Modular LED Bar Mount represents the ultimate in versatility for your 20072016 JK. The light bar utilizes integrated aluminum channels which allows for unlimited abilities
to configure and reconfigure lights, trail mirrors, camera and accessory mounts, based on
your changing needs. Constructed of high-quality 6061 T6 Aluminum and steel brackets, the
Modular LED Light Bar is built to support the weight of full length light bars, curved or flat, or
any variation of smaller lights you can dream up. Stylized end caps help to reduce the wind
noise that is inherent with traditional light bars while delivering eye-catching looks. A durable
black textured powder coat will keep your Modular Light Bar protected from the elements
and looking great for years to come. Patent Pending.
Modular LED Bar Mount
07-16 Wrangler

Part #
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California Prop. 65
Certain products in this catalog may contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause birth defects and other
reproductive harm. For, example PVC products may unavoidable be formulated with DEHP (a phthalate) known to the
State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. To minimize risks of harm, follow all product
instructions, do not store food directly on PVC covers or allow young children to chew or ingest PVC materials.

